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Study notes enrollment
in remedial courses

dav 2-5-80

COLUMBUS, Ohio (AP) - More
than one-fifth of the freshman at
Ohio's state universities during
1978 were required to enroll in
remedial mathematics courses,
according to a study released
yesterday.
The state Board of Regents
report also revealed that 15 percent
of the newly-graduated high school
students who went to college were
enrolled in remedial English
programs.
But officials were quick to point
out that while the study demonstrates a problem, it does not offer
a basis for comparing the quality of
school districts or universities.
The statewide profile of 759 high
schools, conducted at the request of
the Legislature, showed an
average of 22.6 percent of the 37,780
new students enrolled at Ohio's
universities, branch campuses,
community and technical colleges
required special work in
mathematics to reach college level
standards. The number of entering
students who needed remedial
work in English was 15.3 percent.
BUT THE figures were suspect
for a variety of reasons, Regents
Chancellor Edward Q. Moulton indicated. There was no common
definition of what constituted
remedial work at the various
universities and no work by tutors
or learning laboratory courses was
included, he said.
In addition, the research did not
measure how many high school
math and English courses a student
took or the academic ability of the
average student in each school
district.
"There's just so much information we can get," he said. "I
don't know that there's any
way...that you can directly compare one school district with

Profs to interview
expelled journalists
Two University professors
will be in New York this week
to interview American
journalists who were expelled
from Iran and to produce a
videotape presentation of the
interviews.
Drs. Emil Danskerand
Laurence Jankowski,
assistant professors of
journalism, are working on
the small research grant,
totalling about $1,000, with a
journalism professor from
Columbia University, with
Russell Tomabene of NBC
and with Charles Novitz of the
Independent Television
News.
While in New York, the
group will interview foreign
correspondents Peter Arnett
of the Associated Press and
George Lewis of NBC about
their expulsion from Iran.
Funds for the trip came
from the Readers Digest
Foundation, the Bowling
Green State University Speed
Grant, the Small Research
Grant and Toledo Edison.
Jankowski said the group's
efforts should culminate in a
color videotape presentation.

Authentic Dali print
joins art collection
The University School of
Arts is haunted by Salvador
Dali.
It's not Dali's ghost, but an
authentic print of the artist's
painting, titled
"Apparitions." The
lithograph, which is one of
290 signed by the artist, is 22
inches by 30 inches and is
valued at about $1500.
The print was donated to
the University art collection
by the National Association
for the Exchange of Industrial Resources of Northfield, 111. The organization
solicits donations of industrial supplies and other
products to give to member
schools.
As an extra bonus, the
group began offering Dali
prints to its members, and
Dr. Maurice Sevigny, director of the School of Art, and
Dr. Richard Kruppa, University professor of technology,
jumped at the opportunity to
have the print
Sevigny is arranging to
have the print mounted,
framed and placed on permanent display.
Dali, one of the most
famous surrealist painters, is
a native of Spain. He was influenced by 17th century
Dutch Masters as well as
contemporary artists like
Joan Miro and Giogio de
Chirico.

weather
Increasing cloudiness.
High 25F (-4C), low 10F
(-12C), 20 percent chance of
precipitation.

another on the job they're doing."
The number of new students in
remedial courses varied depending
on, among other things, the extent
of a college's remedial program
and whether it was voluntary or
required, officials said.
FOR EXAMPLE, the study
showed 51 percent of the new
students at Ohio State University,
46 percent at Ohio University and
48 percent at the University of
Toledo were enrolled in remedial
mathematics.
The number was 17 percent at
Kent State, 28 percent at Central
State and 10 percent at
Youngstown State universities.
Part of the difference may be in
the approach the schools use for
dealing with the problem, Moulton
said.
"These institutions, OSU, OU,
Toledo, have decided they want to
do remedial work right away
rather than during the course of a
student's education," he said.
A second part of the study, to be
released Friday, will detail the
study results among school
districts.
"The data cannot be used to
compare specific high school
districts with one another,"
researcher Elaine Hairston said.
"But it begins to give a school
district an idea of how its students
fare at a particular university,"
she added.
The study suggests that Ohio's
open admissions policy, through
which increasing numbers of
students with a broader range of
academic ability enter college,
may affect the need for remedial
courses.
The regents are expected to
make some recommendations for
dealing with the problem within the
next two months, Moulton said.

City, campus police are
investigating alleged rape
of visiting Dayton woman
by Diane Rado
staff reporter

HE ALSO noted that a television
report last week said both the
University of Toledo and Bowling
Green State University student
governments favor registration.
"Many students saw this and
didn't know that it wasn't right,
because student government hasn't
made a stand. "Zinicola said.

An 18-year-old Dayton woman
told police she was raped about 3
a.m. Saturday in an apartment off
campus and in Founders
Quadrangle, according to William
Bess, director of Campus Safety
and Security.
Bess said there may be more
than one suspect involved because
of the two incidents, adding that the
case is still under investigation.
"Since there has been both an onand off-campus violation, we're
working in conjuction with the
campus police," said Galen Ash, city Chief of Police.
Sam Johnson, the city detective
investigating the case, said the incident began in the Uptown, a
downtown bar.

Mark Krach, SGA state and community affairs coordinator, is
heading the project. SGA senators,
concerned students and Veterans
Against Conscription representatives are on the committee,
Zinicola said.
"We want to inform students
about the registration issue and
wait long enough for students to
make intelligent, and not emotional, responses," Zinicola said.

HE SAID the girl traveled from
the bar to an apartment, where she
reported she was assaulted and
raped.
Both campus and city police say
they do not know the exact apartment where the incident occurred,
but Bess determined that "it was in
the Clough Street area."
After the assault at the apartment, the girl traveled to
Founders, where she was visiting a

staff photo by Frank Breithaupt

Reaching up

Senior gymnast Cheryl Vasll was silhouetted by the light of the
windows in the North Qym as she limbered up before the team's
meet Saturday. The team tied with Kent State, its first tie in at least
six years. See story on page 8.

SGA delays stand on draft registration
by Bart Porter
staff reporter

Does the draft-dodging attitude
of the 1960s still remain?
This is the focus of a survey to be
taken in two weeks by a Student
Government Association ad hoc
committee.
SGA President Michael D.
Zinicola proposed the survey, initially to begin Monday, during last
week's SGA meeting, but postponed it after students and representatives from Veterans Against Conscription opposed the idea.
However, Zinicola said he is concerned that students have
misunderstood SGA's intentions
and that they believe it already has
taken a stand in favor of registration.

"THERE SEEMS to be rumors
circulating around campus that
student government has taken a
stand on the registration issue and
that it's not in the best interests of
the students," Zinicola said.
"SGA has not made a stand.
Right now, both sides have been
observed and we are looking for objectivity,"he added.
"We are trying not to be biased in
any way and want to make sure
everyone can see both sides of the
issue from an objective viewpoint," he said.
Zinicola said he believes much of
the confusion came from a survey
he made last week of 50 University
students, of whom 80 percent
agreed with the plan to require
registration.

friend for the weekend, according
to Bess.
He said she told police she was
raped in the study lounge on the
third floor of Lowry Hall in the
quadrangle.
BESS SAID he was contacted at
his home at 7:30 p.m. Saturday,
and city police were informed immediately.
Johnson said because the victim
returned home, it is difficult to
discover all the facts.
"I think we will have to determine if there really was a rape,"
Johnson said. "I'm sure something
happened, but let's face it,
everybody was drunk.
"The girl claims it happened, but
also admits she was drunk," he added.
JOHNSON SAID. "There have
been some names mentioned" as
suspects, but nothing is confirmed.
"I have no idea if she (the victim) is pressing charges," he added.
Bess said that when the incident
was reported, the girl "probably
was willing to prosecute."
Although rapes off campus were
reported last quarter, the last
reported rape on campus occurred
2Mi years ago, Bess said.

39 dead, 15 missing in aftermath

Atrocities of New Mexico prison riot uncovered
SANTA FE, N.M. (AP) - An execution squad armed with blowtorches and axes tortured and
murdered fellow inmates during
the 36 hours of hell behind the walls
of the New Mexico State Penitentiary, where 39 died and 15 others
are missing, inmates said yesterday.
"I saw some people cutting a
dude's eyes out with a cutting
torch," one prisoner told reporters
allowed inside the smouldering
prison that was recaptured by National Guardsmen and police Sunday afternoon after a day and a half
of rioting.

The horror encountered during
yesterday's search for more bodies
caused some Guardsmen to vomit.
Fires still burned inside the compound while about 250 Guardsmen
stood watch over 1,100 displaced inmates huddled in tents on the
prison grounds to ward off freezing
temperatures. State officials hunting a place to put them said they
had offers to help from Arizona and
Colorado.
Gov. Bruce King said 32 bodies
had been found in the compound
and seven other prisoners were
produced dead on arrival at local
hospitals suffering overdoses of

drugs. Fifteen inmates were still
unaccounted for in the nation's
worst prison riot since the Attica
uprising in 1971 left 43 people dead
in New York state.
NEW MEXICO inmates said that
after the riot broke out early Saturday, executioners snatched some
prisoners from their cells and tortured them with blowtorches, axes
and metal rods. Some were beheaded, they said.
Prison officials said the rioters
ransacked prison offices and found
confidential files. That is when the
bloodbath began, as the inmates

rounded up informers.
"There was an execution squad
of seven prisoners," a hooded inmate told The Associated Press
yesterday.
Chief Warranty Officer Alfred
Oritz, a member of the National
Guard body detail, helped take 22
bodies to Bernalillo County
Medical Center in Albuquerque on
Sunday night. He described one of
the dead prisoners.
"THERE WAS a rod stuck into
one of the prisoner's ear, forced
through his head and through the
other side. He still had it in when

we took the body out," Oritz said.
Oritz said many of the dead had
been tortured.
"One of them still had a rope
around his neck and then they
smashed his head in," Oritz said.
"It was horrible."
Margaret Babcock, a prison
secretary, said she was looking
through binoculars from a prison
fence when she saw one inmate being tortured with a blowtorch near
a ceUblock.
"FOUR OR five men were
holding one man down and burning

his head and face with a torch," she
said. "He was screaming. I
couldn't believe it. It was like a
nightmare."
One guard and nine inmates were
listed in critical condition in area
hospitals. Seven guards and 55 inmates were admitted to hospitals,
and 14 initiates were treated for
drug overdoses.
State officials said it might cost
as much as $50 million to replace
the state's only maximum-security
prison, which was built to house 850
inmates and was holding 1,136
when the riot erupted.
continued on paga 6

opinion—
A plan long overdue
Did you ever go to the Student Recreation Center
and, if you didn't have a rec center ID, have to drag
along your driver's license and a validation card, just
to get into the building?
The Student Government Association is planning a
new program that will eliminate the need for separate
pieces of identification.
Under the new program, SGA is planning a photo
identification card that will take the place of separate
IDs.
According to SGA Senator Michael McGuire, the new
photo IDs would be distributed beginning next fall.
They would be modeled after the Ohio driver's license
and a validation sticker would be placed on the reverse
side, replacing the paper cards now used.
McGuire said the new cards would cost about $1, the
same prive many students now are paying for rec
center IDs.
This program is long overdue. It is ridiculous to have
three forms of identification when one ID can do the
same job.
Many other colleges, Cleveland State University for
example, have used similar programs for years with
no problems. Certainly the majority of students can afford the initial $1 investment
The administration should seriously consider implementing this program. It's a minor issue, but one
that would give students one less problem to cope with.

The unknown candidate

focus

WASHINGTON - "I'm getting
into the presidential race,"
Crookshank said.
"Are you crazy?" I told him. "No
one has even heard of you."
Art Buchwald
'"That's why I'm going to run.
I'm an unknown."
the noncommitted. The kids have
"BUT THERE is an unknown
also discovered him. Pretty soon
candidate running - John Anderson
ftp money is going to start rolling
ofminols."
in.. Before you know it, Anderson
"He isn't unknown any more.
will be one of the pack
andthe
Everyone talks about him being the
media will lose interest in him.
unknown candidate, and the more
That's when I
make
my
they talk about him, the more
known he's becoming. By the time move."
"How do you plan to do that?"
the convention rolls around, he's
"By pacing myself. I'm not going
going to be the most known canto start naming until June. If I keep
didate of them all."
a towSrgHle, I can fill the unknown
'"How can you say that?"
'"The way things are going in this— TandldaW*slot three weeks
the convention. By this time the
country, people would rather put
press will be desperate to find
their money on an unknown cansomebody new to write about IH
didate. The leas they know about
be a fresh face for 'Face the Nahim, the more they think he can do
tion,' 'Issues and Answers' and
something to turn things around.
'Meet the Press.' Nobody will have
"I'M NOT blaming Anderson. It
heard my campaign speech before.
isn't Us fault. The media just got
I'll accuse Anderson of selling out
tired of writing about the other canto the powerbrokers by becoming
didates and needed a new angle. So
known to the electorate - and I'll
they decided that John Anderson
promise the people that if they
was Jimmy Stewart, a lonely man
elect me President, I'll remain
without organisation, money or
unknown for my entire term in ofpress coverage trying to make a
desperate attempt at winning the
fice."
"I still say you're crazy."
presidential nomination. Everyone
"THEY thought Carter was
loves that kind of story, and now
crazy, too. But you know what wor.
you have 20 or 30 reporters, plus
him the Presidency? It was the day
television crews, following Andersome wise-guy political pundit inson around telling everyone of his
vented the phrase 'Jimmy Who?'
Impossible battle to save the counMy slogan is, 'If you don't know
try from Ronald Reagan. He's the
Crookshank, you can trust him.'"
American 'Man of La Mancha.'"
"Okay," I said, "what do you
I told Crookshank, "John Anderwant from me?"
son's an honest man. I'm sure he
"I want you to be the only
never planned on using bis
newspaperman covering me in my
anonymity to steal the nomination
hopeless quest to wrest the nominafrom the other Republican contion from the other candidates who
tenders."
are trying to buy the Presidency
"I didn't say he wasn't honest.
with money, organization and the
AH I said was that by July the
help of vested interests."
public is going to be tired of him.
"WHY do you need me?" I asked
They're going to say, 'A» an
unknown, Anderson's been overexhim
"I have to have someone from
posed.'
the press to let the rest of the media
"LOOK AT the people getting on
discover that I'm the only unknown
the Anderson bandwagon - liberal
candidate still left in the race."
Republicans, Democrats and even
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Are women immune to the issues?
"Women For Women" is a campus organization that provides information and education on
women's issues. In addition, we
would like to be an Action organization, but we need your participation. There is little accomplished,
for Instance, in educating ourselves
on the politics of rape, if we're not
willing to do something about ending its high incidence.
We are in the middle of a continuing education environment; more
than half our student population is
women and yet barely a handful
show interest in major women's

Leslie ".upper!
Sue Sharer
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focus
Marilyn Eisbrouch

WE NEED wholehearted participation now if women are going
to be accepted as whole human be-

NOT TO leave men out...
Women are not a society by
themselves. If men and women are
going to continue to live together,
we need t» have more understanding of each other's needs and
goals. We need to recognize each
other as fully grown adults.
Therefore, we need to work
together. As women continue to
stretch and grow, men are certainly going to be affected, whether
they agree, disagree, give us support or not.
Look around you; think of someone you know who is approximately a decade older than you,
someone who was always pretty
conservative. Is their life still the
self-protected shell they had planned it to be? Or has your older
brother or sister been swept into
the social changes our society has
been going through, even though
they least expected to be?

tlon. These plans provide
assistance to students about such
legal questions as landlord-tenant
disputes, consumer problems,
domestic relations, traffic violations, property or personal damage
and employment relations. Student
legal service plans have been very
successful nationally because of
both a high rate of student participation and because of the large
number of inquiries handled a
year.
Students have traditionally been
taken advantage
of by

unscrupulous persons in college
communities. Because students
don't have the financial means to
seek the legal advice they need,
they are often easy targets. When
H.B. 833 becomes law, students will
be able to participate in a voluntary
plan that will bring legal services
within the financial reach of the
student and help students avoid
many of the problems which they
have encountered in the past.
Student legal services cannot
now be provided without a change
in Ohio law, and H.B. 833 makes

- that when they are making 59
cents to a man's dollar (the national average) and trying to support that family, that they will still
consider it fair that men
automatically command a higher
salary for the same job a women is
doing
- that it is simple or natural to
t)ecorrh;*'a*superwoman: *ruHt a
household, manage a career and
balance intimate and family relationships
- that women are willing and
ready to give up the option of safe,
legal abortion, which is presently
under severe attack (Do you know
how many BGSU students would be
pregnant RIGHT NOW if they
hadn't had an abortion?)
The list goes on ...

been managed, solar ma'*
year, by approximately one to
three people. This means that the
programs organized for the entire
student body were done not by a
cooperative effort, but Instead,
responsibility rested solely on these
people. Does this mean that the
women of BGSU feel immune to
women's issues? That they:
- will never face divorce or
widowhood with children to support
(look at the divorce statistics and
high prevalence of singleparenting, and evaluate your
chances at immunity!)

THESE FOUR years at BGSU
are supposed to provide you with an
education. Make sure that education really provides you with the
knowledge you need to live in today's world. Men as well as women
have a need to redefine and relearn
their roles, to fit our fast-paced,
complex, technological society.
Women For Women is located in
the Student Services Building on
the third floor - Room 315 D; our
number Is 372-2281. Office hours are
daily, but if no one is there, please
don't be shy; leave a note on the
door, or a message on our
telephone answering machine and
we will get back to you.
There is a program/meeting
every Tuesday night in the Union at
7:30 p.m., sponsored by Women
For Women. Check the Union
Meeting Board for room location as
it may vary. Everyone is welcome,
admission is free. We are looking
forward to your involvement in furthering human integrity.
Marilyn Eisbrooch is a member
of the Women's Center and a student at the University.

letters
833 aids student's
legal hassles
Have you ever needed legal advice and not been able to afford to
get help from a lawyer? Do you
have any questions concerning the
law and your rights as a citizen?
Campus life in the 1960's is no
longer isolated from the rest of the
community, and today's college
and university students face many
real-life problems while still in
school. University students face
legal questions all the time, yet
most often they do not have the
resources to seek the help or advice
they need.
To help students face problems in
the real world, I have sponsored
House Bill 833, which will allow student legal service plans to be
established at Ohio's statesupported colleges and universities.
Student legal service plans are
currently in operation on more than
200 campuses throughout the na-

■USINBSS STAFF
Business manager
Sale, manager

ings, instead of half beings.
We need people in our office to
cover the phone, answer questions,
supply information, plan and
organize workshops, participate in
workshops, design and post flyers,
send out mailings, etc.

respond,
If you would like to comment on
something In The News or anything of
student interest, write to The News.
The letter or guest column should be
typewritten, triple-spaced and signed.
Include your address and telephone
number for verification
Tie News reserves the right to
reject letters or portions of letters that
are in bad taste, malicious or libelous
Address your comments to:
Editorial Editor. The BG News, 108
University Hall.

this change. But before this bill can
become law, it must pass the
General Assembly. With the support of all Ohio students, the need
and demand for student legal service can be demonstrated. You can
help by writing to the state
representative and state senator
from your home district to express
your support for H.B. 833. Your
support will make a difference.
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Enrollment also a factor

briefs

Inflation could hurt building plans

Schedule advising to be offered

Group to discuss idolatory

An advising table for business students who need
help with spring scheduling will be set up from 10:30
a.m. to 3 p.m. today through Thursday in the second
floor of ttw Business Adminstration Building. The
project is sponsored by the Dean's Advisory Council.

The Horizon Discussion Group will discuss
idolatry at 7 p.m. today in the ground floor lounge of
Rodgers Quadrangle East. Sponsored by the Baptist
Student Union, the discussion is free and public.

by Slav* LN

As inflation continues to rise, the
University's building program will
be increasingly handicapped, according to several University administrators.

Placement seminar today

Summer camp jobs offered

However, Roland Y. Engler,
University architect, said, "The
University will continue to build as
long as the need arises."

A seminar about second interviews for employment will be held at 6:30 p.m. today in the University Placement Office, 360 Student Services Bldg. The
seminar is free and public.

The Toledo Area Boy Scouts of America will interview Thursday at the University for summer camp
positions. Openings include directors for aquatics,
ecology, archery, rifle range and crafts. Interested
students should contact the Student Employment
Office, 460 Student Services Bldg.

Engler explained that these
needs are determined by a capital
plan that predicts future enrollment figures.
"If we see that inflation is causing a decline in statewide college
enrollment, then we simply can't
afford to build," he said.

Green Sheet correction

Guitarist to hold jazz recital

Because of a communication problem, the Union
Activities Organization Campus Movie for this
weekend was listed incorrectly in this week's Green
Sheet. Rocky D will be the featured film, shown at 7
and 9:30 p.m. Friday and Saturday in the Main
Auditorium, University Hall. Admission is $1 with a
University ID.

Guitarist Fred Hamilton will present a jazz
recital at 8 p.m. today in Bryan Recital Hall,
Musical Arts Center. A jazz studies faculty
member, Hamilton will perform compositions by
Charlie Parker, John Coltrane, Chick Cores and
himself. His performance is free and public.

WW II workshop today
"World War H: The Global War," is the title of a
workshop to be held from 7:30-8:30 p.m. today at the
University Center for Continued Learning, 194 S.
Main St. Dr. Patrick Alston, University history professor and specialist in World War II history, will
conduct the session, which costs $3 a person. For information and to register call the center at 372-0363.

ERA meeting to be held

DR. RICHARD Eakin, vice provost of institutional planning and
Student Affairs, said, "It has been
estimated that enrollment figures
in Ohio could be reduced by 33 percent in the next 10 to 12 years."

A meeting for anyone interested in working on the
national campaign for ratification of the Equal
Rights Amendment will Ire held at 7:30 p.m. today
in the Faculty lounge, Union. The event is sponsored by Women for Women and the Bowling Green
Chapter of the National Organization for Women,
but participants need not be members of either
group.

Eakin said the situation will be
caused by a general decline in the
number of 18-year-olds coupled
with a rise in part-time students
and adult learners.
"I see less and less being spent on
capital projects, while more is
spent on replacement and improve-
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111 South Main
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Robert J. McGeein, director of
academic facilities planning, explained how the University plans
for such projects as the future
physical education complex and
new science building.
"During the initial planning
stages, we develop a cost estimate
based on the cost of similiar structures nationwide, plus the projected inflation rate. The state
Board of Regents establishes a
budget providing for the total
number of dollars needed to complete the structure," McGeein explained.
"IF THE inflation rate exceeds
the considered projections, we may

Valentine's Day Heart Shapes
with the Initials of your loved one
$15.50
Hand-made by our in-store silversmiths.
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"THE ONLY reason for building
is when you expect your revenues
to match your initial investment,"
he said. He explained that
economic expectations directly influence many investment decisions.

YOU CAN STILL AFFORD
STERLING SILVER
AT OUR PRICES!

- RESUMES "
TYPED
AND PRINTED

when you order any
large sub

ment of existing faculties," he added.
"Construction is hurt first
because it's so dependent on
credit," said Paul Haas, University
professor of economics. "When inflation drives the consumer price
index up the national interest rate
goes up with it.

Order now for Valentine's Day.

WOOSTER BAZAAR

Bowling Green, Ohio J
352-5762
.
•1

325 E. Wooster

Applications for contestants are In the UAO office and will be accepted until Friday, February Nth.
The BG Dating Game will be held Wednesday. February 13 at 7:00
p m. in The Side Door of the Union.

Trade in your
GOLD
high school ring.

Register for Spring Classes

10% OFF
With This Coupon
Arts and Craft Supplies at the
Wooster Bazaar
325 E. Wooster

95

~

Good thru Feb. 5 - Feb. 12

mammm

Western Horsemanship 146 or 246
• Spring hayrides and party facilities
• Traflriding
• Ion-credit evening classes and Saturday children's classes
available through Continuing Education.
655-2193 (local call)

Your cost with trade in...
$ NO
Y

Special Senior prices
Dennis R. Waiston. C P.P
Northwest Ohio Photographer
of the Year. 1980
1167 Napoleon Rd , B.G
352-1006
w*weae»eeaeee—tnwnww»n

SKI CLUB
MEETING
KfL L

Ski

Accessory Clearance

fBoyne Highlands

<*«S*

99*
ENTIRE
STOCK"
Jewelry
Selected Styles
up to 1/2 off

Knit Scarves - 30-50% off
Mittens, gloves up to 40% off
Knit Hats - 30-50% off
Hat and Scarf Sets - 9k off
Acrylic Shawls ■ 'A price
Fashion Dress Scarves up to '/« off
Leather & Vinyl Bags ■ 30-50% off
Belts - up to Vt off

All Fall-Winter Merchandise Now Reduced

2 DAYS ONLY

Tuesday Evening open till 9:00 p.m.

Wed-Thurs
Feb. 6 & 7
10:00 a.m. 4:00 p.m.

The Powder Puff
525 Ridge St.

Student Services Building
*■>—>»»»

For

$87.00

• Room
* Transportation
• 3 Meals
• Lift Tickets Sat., Sun.

FULL PAYMENT DUE FEB.6
B.A. 103
7:30 p.m.

»a»-a»—«a»—»»4>—»—»»>a>*

»>«—*>«

firm*NIGHT v
Tuesday Night \M
MfcayaSte)**—Choke or Skineh o«
Potato** and totiomleti Sotae) tew

»2"

CHARGE
UNIVERSITY
BOOKSTORE

^alsto-ru<rPhotography
Specializing in Portraits

553!

95

68

352-7400

Phon*; 353-0171
420 Clough SI.
Bowling Gram, OH

m

Knit Boot Toppers
Reg. $5.00 - $6.00

68
SPECIAL OFFERING TODAY!
A new LUSTRIUM College Rmg- $
(America's newest fine jeweler's alloy)

Associate Dealer

SPENCER AUTO SERVICE

Horse around for credit?

on any Jostens' College Ring
*&%

"In an inflationary economy, a
delay in building could prove to be
costly," he said.
Engler said, "Many of our plans
will depend on building costs now
compared to four years from now.
"If we were to build the rec
center today, the cost would easily
be doubled," be said. "What used
to cost $40 per square foot now costs
$80, even SMO."

Whan you naed top Imported or American car
car*, trust it to ui We'll handle It quickly,
efficiently, end economically)

Cygnet, Ohio

for more information, call

Also, the Initial shortage of copper for plumbing caused the
widespread use of plastic piping, he
added.
The current shortage of
petroleum products is driving that
cost up, too. Haas said.
McGeein said that from June 1978
to October 1979, the inflation rate in
the construction industry increased
by 14 percent This rate continues to
grow at a rate of 1-2 percent a
month.

Expert
Foreign Car
Repairs

14810 Freymon Rd.

The BG Dating Game

Haas described two problems
caused by inflationary shortages.
The lumber shortage of 1973 and
1974 had inflationary effects on the
construction industry, causing a
decline in building investment, he
said.

AMERICAN HANDICRAFT

Brookdale Stables

PRESENTS:

have to compensate by making the
building smaller or limiting the airconditioning and heating equipment," he said.
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Profs awarded $21,000 grant to probe
reasoning process; will study students
by Geoffrey Haynes
How did Sherlock Holmes,
famous for his "brilliant deductions," reach conclusions from
the facts he had?
The mental process used by
Holmes and others in solving
complex problems will be the
focus of research by two University psychology professors who
were awarded a grant recently by
the National Institute of Mental
Health.
Dr. Kirk Smith and Dr. Barbee
Mynatt have been awarded a
grant from the NIMH and the
Department of Health, Education
and Welfare as a one-year continuance of a grant originally
awarded to them in December
1978. The new grant, for $21,882,
will extend through November

mo.

"We are trying to demonstrate
that when people put information

in their minds, those individual
facts will fall together to form a
rule or principle," Smith said.
THE PROFESSORS will use
University students from introductory psychology classes in
their experiments to study the
organizational process of the
mind. They hope to publish their
findings in psychology journals.
Psychologists have studied the
process of memorization but have
not researched the ability of man
to use reason, Smith said.
"We'd like to find what that process is," he said. "Is it something
that happens all the time, or is it
something that people need to be
encouraged to do?"
Smith and Mynatt agree that
students would be better off
developing the organizational process of the mind than relying on
memorization for learning.

"THE WHOLE educational
system employs memorization,"
Smith said. "Students too often
try to memorize exactly what
they've been told. In doing that
they forget that they are here to
leam principles that can be used
in the future.
"You are going to have a
greater wealth of knowledge by
learning principles," Mynatt said.
The professors will test students
on their ability to remember facts
and apply them to new situations.
They said this type of study is
needed because of the lack of
research in this area. The results
of the study could be applied to
the educational system to improve learning, they added.
The grant will pay for research
materials, including a microcompressor computer. It will also
pay the stipend of a researcher
helping with the study.

I niversitv Yilliiji*' X
Ufiiversit) Courts
W.K.r A l.loilflll ^ttl'l'ts

Now Leasing, beginning Feb. 4
Student Rentals - 9 mo. lease only
I'honr:

:t.~>2<>Ih 1

Mon-In: •) -.,

1*1,11
"I t\

MrniT Homl.

Dr. Charles A. Barrell, vice
president of the Council, said
emergency legislation could take
place only if five members were
present.
Only four council members attended the meeting. According to
Mayor Alvin Perkins, the missing
council members were ill.
Barrell said action on some of the
meeting's agenda would take place
at a meeting next Monday, at 6:30
p.m.
A RESOLUTION authorizing the
mayor to file an application under

Main Steet will be purchased for
the purpose of constructing a left
turn lane for the area."
With the addition of a left turn
lane, "Both Poe roads (east and
west) will meet head on and
eliminate the jog," he added.
As a temporary traffic measure,
Hoffman said
lights at the intersection have been reset so that
there Is "only one turning movement at one time."

The council also will take action
on an ordinance that will authorize
the city to purchase property
located at the intersection of North
Main Street and West Poe Road for
195,000.
The property win be used to
eliminate the jog at the North
Main-Poe road intersection.

ONLY ONE light will reflect
green for traffic to flow right, left,
or straight, while the other three
lights remain red, Hoffman explained.
The length of waiting time at red
lights was also increased to two
minutes, he added.
"Anybody hitting a light exactly
when it turns red will have to wait
two minutes before it turns green,"
Hoffman said.

"THE ULTIMATE solution to the
jog problem would be the addition
of a left turn lane," Hoffman said.
City attorney Patrick Crowley
said in addition to the Main-Poe
purchase, "a 12-foot strip off of

TUESDAY NCKT
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* MIMES,
* MAGICIANS,
♦ COMEDIANS,
♦JUGGLERS,
♦ANY TALENT!

Moil.' I Inns: li-'l ji.iii.

south i nil ol

Although City Council last night
approved two ordinances relating
to job classifications and overtime
pay requirements for city
employees, major legislation was
postponed because of a lack of
council members present.

the Community Development
Block Grants: Small Cities Program will be voted on at the
meeting, according to Barrell.
The grant may award the city *1
million to defray the cost of constructing a new storm sewer in the
Summit-Enterpri»! streets area of
the dry.

UAO is looking for non-musical talent.--

Offu >■ loi mill
lost tniildiiifi

by Diane Rado
staff reporter

Ms council

DO YOU HAVE A
HIDDIM TALENT?

foilt' liln, I, SOUth ill llurslllimil I

r >//(«. Horn-:

Absenteeism

For more info come to the UAO office, 3rd floor, Union or eel
Ivtrdi Gras Hotline 372-2638.

ton floor.
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\ CHARLIES
GOOD TIMES TABLE
BLIND PIC i
Si
^ Open Sunday

formerly Fox's Den

playing Thursday, Fit, and Sat.

t}

"MOTIVATION"

Sandwich Specials I2:00pm-2:30am
\ Piping Pig Ham and CHeese
serving

i

J Crazy Steer Meat Pies corn Beef
j
soft drinks tj

• MOTIVATION

Bowling Green

Charlie's Blind Pig

• WHEAT FIELD

Maumee

Sly Fox

Feb. 7,
8,9
Feb. 5 - 9

• RUBY JONES

Perrysburg

Dixie Electric

• RESISTORS

Maumee

Sly Fox

+ McGUFFEY LANE

Perrysburg

Dixie Electric

Feb. 18

• BIRDS OF FIRE

Perrysburg

Dixie Electric

Feb. 25

THE hu«it I
THAI 0»WS TO
TIU THl TRUTH

Feb. 11
Feb. 12-16

NEW AND SPECIAL HISTORY OFFERINGS
SPRING 1980

Reiner Mueller
Dan Hoffmen
Jeff Rowley
Doug Williams
John Wart on

A391. THE RUSSIAN REVOLUTION
(4) 12:30-2:30 W, arrange A study of the revolutionary year
1917. its origins and consequences. The course uses lectures,
films, readings, and discussions to familiarize students with the
major themes, groups, and personalities of the Revolution including industrialization. Communism, Bolshevism, Lenin and
Trotsky. Rowney.

AND PLEDGES...
Scott Ebersole
Greg Brown
Ray Farley

Brad Hanson
Jim Jones
Brian Young

B391. The RUSSIAN REVOLUTION.
(2.) 12:30-2:30 W. Rowney. |The two-hour section requires
readings, films, and examination; the four-hour section requires
additional readings, discussions, and papers'. Both sections
meet together for two hours.)

American Cancer Society
C391. AMERICAN PRESIDENTS |4). 10:30-12:30
T.R A biographical study of 20th-century US. presidents from
Theodore Roosevelt through Jimmy Carter based on James
Barber's The Presidential Character. This course will test the
validity and value of that behavioral model in predicting performance in the White House Roller

D391. COLONIAL VIRGINIA: A TOURING WORKSHOP DURING
SPRING BREAK |March 20-28, 1980). |2). Historic sites of Virginia include
Williamsburg. Monticello. Jamestown, Yorktown. and Mount Vernon. Special lectures and
guided tours Under the direction of Prof Skaggs

303. WORLD WAR II (4.J 2:30-4:30 M W. Alston.
316. FAMINE AND REVOLUTION IN PEASANT NATIONS (41. 2:30
MTWR. Seavoy.
323. HISTORY OF AMERICAN JOURNALISM |4|. 5:30-7:30 p.m. MW.
Hess.
338. AMERICAN ENVIRONMENTAL HISTORY (4). 9:30 MTRF. DanzInger.
357. ENGLISH ORIGINS OF AMERICAN LAW |4). 10:30 TWRF.
Knox.

—-as--—
If you hate ihe way your haircut disappears the day
after, coma to Command Performance where we
specialize in the precision haircut.
Precision halrcutting Is our technique for cutting
the hair in harmony with the way It grows. So, aa It
grows, it doesn't lose its shape. And because the
hair is cut to tall naturally, you don't have to keep
fussing with it. Usually a shake of the head does It.
The precision haircut with shampoo and blowdry
costs just fourteen dollars for guys and gals. We
also offer permanent waves, coloring, frosting and
conditioning. No appointment is needed, just come
in. And you'll see that precision Is right for you.
«
{KifeS
■

CtaMMit 9erftnunce!
THE HAIRCUTTINa PLACE

10 percent discount lor BO students on any
aenrlce no appointment ever needed 11

ii _

_

HOCKEY FANS!
Visit the Joe E. Louis Sports Arena
and see the

DETROIT REDWINGS
vs.
TORONTO
MAPLELEAFS
Sun. Feb. 10 COST: $15
includes ticket transportation,
dinner .Tickets available through
the Rec Center office 372-2711

I
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elsewhere,
FBI corruption probe yields first
arrest; Congress inquires
WASHINGTON (AP) - The government lodged
Its first criminal charges yesterday in the FBI's
14-month political corruption investigation as Congress opened Its own inquiries into the undercover
probe that has implicated seven House members
and a senator.
The first formal charges arising froom the FBI investigation were filed against an Immigration and
Naturalization Service investigator in Brooklyn,
N.Y.
Alexander A. Alexandre Jr., 29, of Commack,
N.Y., was arraigned before a U.S. magistrate and
was formally charged with one count of bribery and
one count of conspiracy.
Officials said the government might begin presenting evidence against other public officials to
several grand juries later this week.
ALL THE subjects in the probe, some 20 public of-

Marchers ask to
aid Cambodians
BANGKOK, Thailand (AP) - Participants in a
celebrities' "March for Survival," unsuccessful In
their attempt to go inside Cambodia, made emotional
pleas to the Hanoi and Phnom Penh governments
yesterday to allow Western medical aid into that warwracked country.
More than 120 Americans and Europeans-many of
them well-known politicians, entertainers and relief
officials-will leave here today for the Thai-Cambodia
border where they plan to spend three days dramatizing the plight of the nation.
Folk singer Joan Baez told a news conference on the
eve of the march, "If the remainder of the Cambodian
race Is not allowed to survive, it will not be through a
lack of food, medicine, love, compassion. We are here.
We care."
A NUMBER of participants placed the blame for
Cambodia's current woes on Vietnam and the Phnom
Penh regime because they had not allowed Western
medical teams into a country desperately short of doctors and have limited the channels through which food
and other aid could be brought in.
One of the main coordinators of the Cambodian aid
program said yesterday "disaster has been averted"
for the time being but a decisive period of food shortages is still to come.

ficials and 10 businessmen and lawyers, were
visited by the FBI over the weekend and notified
that they were under investigation, one source said.
In addition to state and local officials in New
Jersey and Pennsylvania, sources said those who
became subjects of the FBI investigation included
Sen. Harrison A. Williams Jr. (D-N.J.) and Reps.
John M. Murphy (D-N.Y.), Frank Thompson Jr.
(D-N.J.), Michael 0. Myers (D-Pa.), Raymond F.
Lederer (D-Pa.), John W. Jenrette (D-S.C), John
P. Murtha (D-Pa.) and Richard Kelly (R-Fla.)
Most of the eight members of Congress have
issued statements denying any wrongdoing.
On Capitol Hill, congressional leaders expressed
shock at reports linking the eight lawmakers to the
FBI investigation, and ethics committees in both
the House and Senate announced they would conduct their own inquiries.

J*

Ali pulls no punches
NAIROBI, Kenya (AP) - With jabs at Jimmy Carter
and hooks at the Kremlin, Muhammad Ali carried on
yesterday with his U.S.-sponsored tour to promote a
boycott of the Moscow Olympics.
But he said his real aim now is to head off war between "the baddest two white men in history"-the
United States and the Soviet Union.
All's mission to drum up black African support for
Carter's Olympic boycott got off to a rocky start Sunday when reporters in Tanzania pummeled him with
questions about U.S. dealings with white minorityruled South Africa.
After arriving here yesterday, the former
heavyweight boxing champion irritably accused
Carter of having put him "on the spot" and sending
him "around the world to take the whipping" over U.S.
policies.
If be had known about the U.S.-South African rela-

COLONIAL LANES

f^
SPECIAL:
Tues. and Thurs. 11 a.m. - 5 p.m. Three Games - $1.40
Open Bowling: Fri. after 9 p.m. Four full-size billiard tables
Sat. All Evening
Snack bar - Cocktail Lounge
1010 N. Main
352-1673

tionship, he said, he probably would not have accepted
Carter's African assignment.
"I'M NOT here to take America's 'whipping," Ali
told reporters. "I am totally against South Africa."
State Department officials in Washington, declining
to be identified, conceded that some of All's
statements "are giving us a little heartburn."
But they expressed hope Ali's trip would nevertheless add to African support for the Olympic boycott,
which was designed as a protest against the Soviet intervention in Afghanistan.

iC
COLD WEATHER REMEDIES
AT MOWAJB) JOHNSON*
Shody Lady Loung*

lake
. stock
in
^merica.

orw 3 P. M. • 7 A. M. ■ s
New

POPUIA*

pmcisi

Happy Hours 4-8 p.m.
FCATUftMG MOM 4:30

7:30

STEAMED FRANKS 25* EA

NEED HELP:

EVHY NIGHT FfM Popcorn Sod Pratari JJ'
WEONESOAr NIGH!
loeta Hoof *-IO
SpKlol CoraidwoMn lor ih. loO~t
THUMOAY NIGH1
G»n« Hour 9-10
Spodol Cor.MWo.loo. fa, «, G«o»

scheduling?
understanding the newspaper schedule?
finding what classes your looking for?
filling out schedule cards?
understanding alternate schedules?

We can answer your questions!
Tues. 2/5 and Wed. 2/6
5:30-7:30 226 Educ.

Coming mwy Woetofldoy I Thuractoy night, 10 1

The Unknown Band
Com. in and rhoWwig. our "Spot* InvooV*'
SWATCH FO*

out

VAUNTIWS DAY

1628 E. Wooster ^

Sponsored by: Student National Education Association

snciALs=*

Bowling Green

HOWARD

rm

JownsonS
—

SUPPORT THE BG NEWS ADVERTISERS
Your United
W«y Pledge
Works For
All of Us

John Wiynr. Honorary
CTUMUV Owirrnin

WANTED:

Soles Monoger for WFAL Rodio
Commission plus incentives, internship credit available.
Background in marketing, management orcommunications
fields helpful. We will train you. Should be a sophomore
or junior and be willing to work 15 or more hours every
week.

(f ■%

Dixie Electric Co

Apply at 413 South Hall or call 2-2195.
Applications accepted through 2/13/80.

Maybe we'll
cure cancer
without
your help,
but don't bet
your life
on it.
The way it stands today.
one American out of (our
will vimeday have cancer
That means i( will strike
vmie member in two out ol
three American families.
lochangc those si.itisiics
we have to bring the

F. F. F.

FABULOUS FREQUENCY FINDER
An unmarked, unknown,
plainclothes WFAL staff

^MUJ

member is roaming
through the dormitories this very minute
looking for you. If he/she finds you

promise o( research to
everyday reality. And to
expand our detection
pnrvrain and techniques.
And that lake* money
IrOtsol money Money wtj.
won't have-* unless you

help us
I he American Cuytcr
Society will never give up
tin l.jyiii Maybe well lincl
the answers even without
\onr help tint don't het
vim Iilcori it.

American
Cancer I
Society f%

listening to 680 AM you'll win: T-Shirts,
movie passes, coasters, coupons from
Red Lobster, Dorsey Drugs, Rec Center
Pro Shop, and Lucky Steer.
BE LISTENING!!!

It's red hot.

WIOTFM 104

AIR GUITAR CONTEST
Remember playing an imaginary guitar to
"Stairway to Heaven," "Dream On," or
any of those great Rock-n-Roll Classics;
well, here is your chance to be a STAR!
Pick out your music, practice on your
air guitar, and. . .

GET READY FOR THIS
AREAS FIRST

AIR GUITAR CONTEST
WINNER WILL RECEIVE A YAMAHA
GUITAR AND CASE VALUED OVER $300.

THURSDAY FEB. 7th
DOORS OPEN AT 8 P.M.
CONTESTANTS MUST SIGN-UP AT THE MAIN BAR AT DIXIE,
CALL FOR INFO 874-8649 or 248-3377.
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riot

trow papal

FIRE WAS atill bvning in the
prison gymnasium y eatarrday when
fireman Gaoraa Carrion Jr. of
Santo Fe said ha taw three charred
bodies lying on the gym floor.
"Nobody's gone in because
they're afraid the roaf might come
down," he said.
King said yesterday that at least
seven of the prisoners died of drug
overdoses, after the rioters broke
into the prison pharmacy. Others
died of smoke inhalation and some
were murdered, the governor said.
"It's one hell of a bloody mess in
there," said Corrections Commission chairman Bud Richards.
"There are a hell of a lot of bodies
in there."
"NATIONAL Guardsmen are
throwing up all over."

"There was blood all over,
against the wall, smeared
around," said Lt. Richard Montoya, who headed the special
weapons team that led the move to
regain control of the prison.
AD the 15 guards and other
employees taken hostage escaped
death. Only 18 guards were on duty
when the riot erupted.
Guard Fred Herrera said, "Some
of those guys' (inmates') faces are
totally gone."
State Sen. Ben Altamirano said
he saw the body of a black inmate
who had been decapitated and his
head stuffed between his legs.
Guards said another inmate had
his arm cut off before he was
hurled from an upper window.

"FROM WHAT we understand
there was no racial tension involved," said stac
Charlie Anaya. "It
the snitchers."
"The violence was incredible,''
said Adolph Saenz, newly appointed secretary of Ota state's
Criminal Justice Department.
He said at least 80 percent of the
prison's structure was destroyed.
The siege ended quietly about 2
p.m. Sunday after state officials
promised inmates they would not
use violence in retaking the institution. With or without violence,
King said, "We told them we were
coming in."
No shots were fired.
"We caught them by surprise,"
King said. "They didn't even put up
a fight,"

n^ijfSl

WHO IS
YOUR
VALENTINE?

WOULD LSE TO COIORATULaTE
TBS
C0U6TTB MEMBERS OF TEE MOITB

Scott Dltllinp
Brad TUB.

Place an ad for
SOMEONE SPECIAL
on the "BG News
Valentine Page"!

Publications
Perlonnlng Arts

FOS A JOI WELL OOR El JAIUAKT!

Hurry! Deadline Is Feb. 11th,
4:00 p.m.
ONLY $3.00!
Come to 106 University Hall

rz^rrpszzi
BUY A UAO VALAGRAM
Feb. 5 - Friday. Feb. 8
9:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m.
SIDE DOOR OF THE UNION
PERSONALIZED MESSAGE
DELIVERED TO PERSON
ONLY SI

Help Students Become
Better Consumers
Join the

STUDENT
'5 jj CONSUMER UNION

Sign up on Wedneteliy, February 6, MO end

t»w»*»Y. feanMryj. vm-t*»itmnm
tVreidUletl Stan Up win Be"' Vl« en Wedne*
day from 7:30-1:00 am., for nan. school
tcheduiet iiusineta. Coytrnrntitf. Agenete!.
I» GftMhWWtl. » in* Mrwh 0* «•
1
9il0tttllrWtf^nw'vM9lt\ *IW 0)0" Say achbat
KfwdutM writ M iwu YMireaav, mm
»10 6 X p.m. A data sheet mutt be furnad m
m In. lima of Sign-Up far each tchedul*
SPECIAL MOTICB: Requests tar lome typa
of standardization in resumes and data sheets
hava prompted ffia University Placement
5 wvices to require candidate! signing up for
Interviews to complete and present at the
time of signup a 'STANDARD DATA
Will", for each organization with which
he/she withal to interview.
BUSINESS:
Mt-ea
GOLD CIRCLE STORES It)
Worthlngton. OH ASSISTANT BUYER: B/M
MM.. Rat.. Mar. and June Grads
INTERNAL AUDIT. STAFF ACCT.. FINAN
CIAL ANALYST: B/Acct., MAT. and June
Oradt.
HILLS D6PT. STORES (*)
Canton. OH RETAIL MANAGEMENT
TRAINEE: BS/BA All Malort. Mar. and
June Grads
CENTRAL NATIONAL BANK (•)
Cleveland. OH BRANCH MANAGEMENT
TRAINEE: any But. malor, Mpr., June. Aug.
Grads.
JOHN HANCOCK INSURANCE («)
Toledo, OH SALES MANAGEMENT: B/M
Ins., Fin., Mktg.. But. Adm., Econ., Acct.,
OAK., Mar., June, Aug. Oradt.
ITT
NORTH
(a)
Columbus, OH APPLIED RBSEARCH 4
PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT: B/M' Elec
Ironic Tech., Mar.. June, Aug. APPLIED
RBSEARCH t PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT: B/M Comp. Scl., Mar.. June, Aug.
grid!
MOORE BUSINESS FORMS (*)
Sylvenle. OH-SALES REPRESENTATIVE:
B/M Mktg , Dae.. Mar.. June Oradt
SHILLITO'S (»)
Cincinnati,
OH MERCHANDISE
TRAINEE: B/M Rat., Fashion March.,
Sell/Sales, MM. with interest In Rat.
TOLEDO EDISON COMPANY (•)
Toledo. OH ASSISTANT ANALYST:
B/Acct., Comp. Scl.

UNION CARBIDE (a)
Wayne, »J-Ae*©UNTiN6 TRAINEE
B>»cct/. Jtrrle fjratlt PRODUCTION
SUPERVISION: B/But. related malort,
June Great.
WBST4N6HOUS ELECTRIC CORP I a I
■Pltrtba)rglt,;-p>»vPlNAf«CIAL MANAGE
MENT TRAINEE: B/Acct.. Mar., June. Aug.
Gra«>
ita-M
ADP NETWORK SERVICES. INC. I a I
Ann Arbor. MI-PROGRAM ANALYST: B/M
Comp. Scl.. M.I.S.. Dae.. Mar., June. Aug.
Greets
DELCO PRODUCTS. DIV. OF O.M. (•)
Dayton,
OH PRODUCTION
CON
TROL/MATERIAL HANOLING/PROOUC
TION SUPERVISOR: B/M Prod. I Oper.
Proc. B Mat.. Dec., Mar., June Oradt.
FIDELITY UNION LIFE (a)
Columbut, OH SALES REP., SALES
MANAOER, STAFF MANAGER: B/Salet.
MM., int., Dae., Mar.
B. F. GOODRICH COMPANY (•)
Akron. OH ACCOUNTING CAREER
DEVELOPMENT PROORAM: B/Acct ,
Dae.. Mar,, June, Aug. Oradt.
J, C. PENNEY COMPANY (*)
Birmingham. Ml-INTERNAL AUDITOR:
B/Acct.. Dae., Mar.. June, Aug. Grads. (SO
par cant travel)
R. SHRIVER ASSOCIATES (*)
Troy, Ml JR. CONSULTANT/PROGRAM
MER/ANALYST: BBA Gen But. with In
terest In Comp. Scl., Mar., June. Aug. Oradt
STROUSS(a)
Youngttown. OH-ASST. BUYER TRAINEE:
B/M Rat., Path. March., But. malor
w/interest In Rat., Mar., June Oradt.
U.S. AIR FQRCE (a)
Bowling Green, OH-COMMISSIONED AS
2ND LT.: Any Malor empnetli In Cham.,
Biol , Phy.
Mi-aa
VlCriS HEALTH CARE (a)
Falrflald. OH-INTERNSHIP: Seles. MMg.
t-st-aj
UARCO, INC. (a)
TotadO. OH SALES REPRESENTATIVE:
B/M Sailing A Sales. MMg.
211-St
BOWMAN DISTRIBUTION,
BARNES GROUP. INC. (a )
Cleveland. OH- SALES REP., DIRECT
SALES: B/MMg.. Sailing I. Sales, Mar.,
June. Aug. gradt.

LOIT A POUND

WANTEDl STUDBNT COMPLAINTS. We art Staaantt Having Institutional Trouble a we
Lett Sharp calculator ELSIare
tired of It. (Read between the
MATE SSM near Matn-Sd. com
llnei.) We mt yaur help. Sana)
euter lab. If fount) call Olana
ut your ttorv. Tell ut about yevr
raw deal with the Ualveralty.
Seiko men's digital writ! wafers.
Sand
parklni servlcei cemLett Jan 19, rnafTt locker ream
atalnti (unfair ttckatlat. <lnet
Student Rec Canter. Larpaetc.) teR.R.camputbaiiwmbar
reward. Call («1S) S77-M2I, c«ttlt. Sand yau complaint! aaevt
lecl. Will oatcrltja. NoauattlOra).
ddvlaBH to P.W. caiBaat baa
nantber NMt. Ratjiitiatlaa, aaat
J fate fir.fi ta T.K. ao> airmber
J^
jBlT: t»y>. Bad or left laaaratiy
iawdarle»,oOre»on»rvk:!r.lry
.i.wfd ardHaantta R.W Ba.

.mLYOURjmQIW TODAYi

iWafa%tjjT Zr*5. ■^■kjfytflV nftrsMaV

University of Arizona offers
more than 40 courses: anthropology, art, bilingual education, folk musk and folk
dance, history, political science, sociology, Spanish language and literature and intensive Spanish. Six-week session June 30-August 8,
1980. Fully accredited graduate and undergraduate program. Tuition $295 Room
and board in Mexican home,
$315.
EEO/AA

Write
Guadalajara
Summer School
Robert L. latent 209
University of Arizona
Tucson 15721
(602) 626-4729

ABORTION
TOLL FREE

Resume ^typesetting
352-3538

#le» naadad Ta Brunawlca. Oh
f>«. Peb. S. Can leave In Morn.
Little luggage. Will help Pay for

an, wri m^oi7,

9 o.m. - 10 p.m.

IBRVICBS OPPBRBO

•800-438-8039

Expert Typing.
Reasonable Rales.

ETHNIC STUDIES:
KEY TO CULTURAL AWARENESS
he foUo-vlnt court** your conaldaratloa:
0201
020)
020*
021*
0211
0212
0211
0216
0209
0210
0207

Intro to At(an Aaarlcan Studla*
Intro to Ethnic Scuallaa
Intro to Afro-Aaatrlcan StuaHaa
Origin* of Chicane Culture
Conteaaaporary Hack Final Art
Urban Chatto: bortoalc Realm*.
Chicane la American Society
Has* Madia * Minority Croups
rUejreo Rlcan Eiptrlanca
Lltarator* & Hatioaall,«-w. Africa
Uoracn; Croaaculturally

4
4

7:30<9:30p*> HV

100
100
100
300
100
300
300
300
300
300
300

4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4

Ml

4

VJ0-1r)0aas U

Crahaa

AM
680

4
4

2:30-4:30 W
t:10-lQT30a*i W

Baaitctt
RcojalBajtan

*

Jiio mm.
12:30 KTlf
11.30 tl#W
• :30 TfTtr

2:30 rma
10:30 TURF
S:30-7:30oai TR
4:30 KTUR
9:30 KTRF
1:30 KTRF

WJXL
Want something special for so
meone special? Personal por
traits or posters • any subject
Vary reasonable prices Call
fA|ka Kahoa M2-O420.
Sound Machine hat music for
avary typa of party. Audlhont
available In our studio. Call
Larry 152 low.

Shrattha
ChaajpUn
RaMfelaa
Anoraat
Burrow
staff
Aadrada
Crahaa,
Natarlo
Chaaaalan
Raaailngton

Pregnancy Aid a Understanding.
EMPA. 3525451 4 2B7-4*S*

uasax

.

$35*00 weakly Guaranteed.
Work 2 noun dally at home
(S17S.0O for one hour dally). free
brochure. W.P.B. 175 Harrison

Journal it*.
1*J2 Th# Hack Rrjoartar
Sa^cla**
5391 cootanaaiary alack AaaarUan Soc. Thamght
1417 Urhoa Ithnottaphy

i am

ALCAN SHEET a GAMBLE PLATE CO I a
Cleveland, OH-MARKETING with Interel
In Ind. Sales.
HUNTINOTON BANK OF TOLEDO (a)
Toledo. OH MANAGEMENT TRAINEE
B/FIn, Acct., Mar., June. Aug. Gradt.
KOBACKER STORES, INC. (a)
Columbut. OH-DISTRIBUTOR: B/Purch.
Proc. t Mat. Mgmt.. Mar., June Gradt
SCHOOLS

i-it-aa
WOOSTER CITY SCHOOLS (a)
Wootter, OH-ELEM. EDUC. L.D., EMR
SCI.. MATH. SEC. SOCIAL STUD.. SEC
MUS.. IVOC. a INST), SEC. ART. SEC
PHYS. ED.
2-2*4*
NORTHEAST INDIANA
SPECIAL
EDUC.
CO OPERATIO
(a) ANY SPECIAL EDUC
1-IMt

MM
BLVRIA CITY SCHOOLS (A)

Elyria, OH-MATH, SCI., INO. ARTS. HOME
EC, ART, LO, EMR, ELEM, END., COMP.
BUS.. DEC, MAR.. JUNE ORADS.
Ml-at
SOUTH WESTERN CITY SCHOOLS (• I
Grove City, OH-TEACHING POSITIONS
All Areas
COLEGIO NUEVA GRANADA
Bogota. Colombia MID SCHL. PRIN., H.S
PRIN., MATH (6 12). SCI., (6 12) ESP
CHEM/PHYS.; ENG.. (6 12) INCL. ESL).
MUSIC, K 5, MUSIC, 6-12; SOC STUD, 6 12
ELEM. IS; PHYS. EDUC. K 12, ART, K-12;
ALL DEC. 79. MAR, JUNE SO GRADS.
(a) DENOTES PERMANENT RESIDENT
OF THE U.S.A.

classified

meeting

VALENTINE'S DAY IS COMING
>OUR WAY"
DON'T LiTT IT SLIP AWAY

GUADALAJARA
SUMMER
SCHOOL

FORD MOTOR COMPANY (a)
Dearborn, M: -SYSTEMS ANALYST:
B/M.I.S.. Camp. Stl . Mar., June Orads.
Ml-M
ERNST A WHINNEY (a)
Clevelend.OH STAFF ACCOUNTANT: a/At,
Acct.. June, Aug. gradt.
THE GAP STORES (•)
San Bruno, CA MANAGEMENT TRAINEE
B/Ret Mgmt.. Fath. March., Mar . June
Aug. Gradt.
THE PROCTOR B GAMBLE CO. (•)
Cincinnati. OH- SALES MANAGEMENT
B/M Selling t Salat Mgmt.. Mar., June, Aug
Gradt.

FOR MORE INFORMATION, PLEASE CONTACT
THE DEPARTMENT OF ETHNIC STUDIES AT 372-279

i

Birth control, tatt for pregnancy,
vo, early abortion at Tolatlo
Medical Servlfet Ca* leTf)
ta_317»foran«p.
CO*. »AA trratfVr i»r
vita, its a COURT ST, BOWL
INO ORBBN. CALL JH-tW
APTlRS:H»tt-7all
,
Same Day Typesettint Service
On Moat Jobs. Bring Ut Taar
Reaeris, Indexat, Manuals,
Perms, Prafram. BulMttnt AM
a Resumes. 4t Typa Paces
Available. Call The Plariands
Trader Newspaper. JS2-1SM.
PBRSONALS
CuttomUed T-SIHrtt, Jerseys a
Sportswear. Group rales for data
partial, hall partial, fraternity a
sorority. Low Cott. Pott

paaivarY, CtM Tim at Wi Sffl. .
ADDLBS a LBTTBRS AT
(AMERICAN HANDICRAFTS

as a.

WOOSTBR,

MENI WOMEN! JOBS ON
SHIPS! American, foreign. No
experience naqulreo". Bxcallant
pay. Worldwide travel. Summer
lob or career. Sand S3 00 far in
formation SEAPAX, Dapf. II
Box 204t. Port Angelet,
Wathlnoton •«*».
Cangratuiatlont Gary Poppe a
Dale Babka on you T.K.P. plnn
ng We hope ma snow wasn't too
cow. but wait till Soring. Tna
Brothers
Tontgntl Beta Lit M Rathl
I 30«» at the houta. Meet
Hestie, our houta Mom a wear
radl Ift a Valentine! Ruth Par
ty For rides can Mary JJ2 tiaf,
Cathy 317 UU or Mary AMI

■vavrii

,

k

TTW

tajawV ftftar aWaa^aRsnTT t Pskf TrHtJ |f|>

tntBMdM' TfW>*a,
. .
Cengratuiatiens ta the newly
elected Panbellenlc Cauncll executive Baard. Oaad Lack a tatt
wlslrtjjfr.ttn new tectOel
Dave Maegnn Den't you Ilka It
whan we talk dirty? damniti
Lava. Baala a Julia.
Paula Ruth: Congratulations an
going Neeuhyte-Oel Insalredl
YPVP FAMILY,
SNBA SCHEDULING HELP

i;Wl-,n T.W.P* IPUfe
Thankt to the Panhallanlc
Cabinet of taTv-eO for your combined efforts a many successful
accomplishments. Bett of Luck

to till
Congratulatlont to the new
T.K.E. Pledget for winter
Ouarter: Stave Jenklnt, Tarry
Gavorcik, Mark Putel. Cralg
Pott. The Brothert.
Mellsta Spragua gat psyched for
the paddlehuntl P.S. You better
find a date!I Alpha PM lave a
mine. Rotlt.
;
OlVi A VALBNTINB TO SOMTiONC SPBCIALI COMB TO
tot UNIVERSITY HALL A
PLACE YOUR AD ON THE "8«
MEWS VALENTINE PABB."
HURRYII TMB DtAOLINB IS

Ski BOYNE HIOHLANOS Fab.
HO with the BG Ski Club for SS7.
Info a full payment due: Feb. 6,
BA KO. 7:30.
Jenn-Contratulatloni on your
Alpha XI activation. Wa know
how glad you are I Love, Your
"noltMng" roomlet.
DARLING 11 YOU were to good
Friday that I entered you In
WF AL't camput tweetheart con-

fa)!
WE BUY GOLO 4 SILVER! I
WOOSTER BAZAAR.

3MB. WOOSTBR. 352 7<00.
Mine*. Zhazbatl I ordered a pit
a last night that watn't from
Pagliai's. The crust wat Carboard City! Tonight. Earth Buddy, let's order from Pagliai'i and
they' 11 deliver a hot delicious pizza with edible crust almoat at
fast as you can say "Na-noo, nonoo"l Coamlcally vourt. Mark.
At LAST! I A Valentine gift that
does not wilt or make you fat. A
portrait gift certificate from
Weltton Photography, IB |W».

WAWT1P
1 F, rmle. for Spring Quarter.
Cheap rent, Call 352*027.
1 or 2 M. or F. rmies. for 1 Bdrm
apt. for ao II tchi. yr. Call John

m-m.
2 F. rmtes to share 2 bdrm. apt.
for to II achl. yr. Call Janet
2-537S. NON tmokart.
M. rmta. needed. Move in now.
Vary clean, comfortable. 1 bik
from campus $100 mo. util. pd.
354-1207.
1 P. rmta. for Wtr. a Spr. qtr.
Clot* to campus Call 152 375S.
STTZatr.
Need I P. rmta. Wtr. a Spr. airs
Own room In houta. Call Loll

mSlW * 3BW71,

«M PM. mm.*.. P. rmta. nee did now. »77 mo. A
'«tr Wtr. a Spr. gtrt. Call
*>.».'I .
»W-MJ2472,
Delts-Wlne ual Dine Utl Buy Ut?
Rmta. Spr. SO. 320 V> S. Summit.
Own bdrm. Call Dan 352-4724.
RESUME'
TVPBSETTINO
I P. rmta. needed to sublet apt.
near camput. Spr. qtr. only. S100
tttisji
mo. Includ. utll. Call JSmoa.
Hey Lisa Treat! Happy 2ltt.
M. Veteran wishes a sleeping
You've been the graatatt big a I
room or eHk. apt. for Spr. Qtr. a
lava you bunchetl Camv Bui.
•Oil school yr. Call Frank
LI2, Wo ture ar9 proud of our
352 4702.
last taikin' titter. CongratulaRESUME'
tlont on winning lit place In
TYPESETTING
BoatTYl Leva, TtH AlBtW Of tt,
Coma on out to vote for the beat
attfJcl
I P. rmle. Spr. Qtr. Prater
male bodies on campus, today
serious student. Pay SI 12.50 to
from 10-5. Delta Gemma
there I bdrm. apt. across from
McDonald'! Anchor Splash
campyi 3SHOS7,
bathing beauty contettantt In the
Uh|Qn FOYtr, qtack -ettl gut 11
Congratulatlont
to
the
Volunteer to drive blind teacher
"Dynamite Dozen" on going acfrom BG to Toledo once a weak
tive. We are to proud of Youl You
for 5:30 pm appointment Call
guys are the BESTII XI Love,
collect Slew Center I 241 1113
Jonl. Kelly a And!.
OVERSEAS JOBS Summer year
Pat Read. Rotes are RED a
round. Europe. S. America,
violet! ere blue, a vary Happy
Australia, Asia. Etc. All Fields.
I500S1.200 monthly. Expense,
Birthday from ME to YOU I Happy 22M, Love, Mary K
paid. Sightseeing. Free Info
Write: IJC. Box 52 II Corona Del
FADOLES a LETTERS AT
Mar, Ca 92625
AMERICAN HANDICRAFTS.
235 E. WOOSTER
Applications being accepted for
secretary receptionist A cleanNew groups a mutlc are always
Ing people VJM Temporarlet.
coming. "HORIZONS" is the
inow Tanlte, 10 pm, WFAL.
JWJT22
Walk or Jog for money. A couple
Congratulatlont Jeff a Diane on
of afternoons each month. 3 or 4
you Phi P»l lavalltrlng. Bett of
hours for about 11500 Gat in
luck to you. The Brother!.
shape a earn money. Send
WHO'S YOUR VALENTINE??
resume of 3S words or last to Stu
PLACE AN AO POR SOMEONE
dent Pott, PO Box »72 BG
SPECIAL ON THE "BO NEWS
Pi lime LPM needed fro tmell
VALENTINE
FABEl"
Hurting Home in BO. Call
DEADLINE IS FEB. lit*, l:«t
PM. ONLY t!:MI HURRYII

past, nt*,

jam

L

^_

CAMPUS
SALES
REPS
BIOVITE Productl needs cam
put rapt to tall lit lull Una of
vitamin a nutritional tupplements. Good part-time income. Interested call (614)
343 7101 ask for Mr. Stapp bat
waan«a nm.
Camp Courageout. a re!ldential
camp for menially retarded
children a adults ll looking for
staff member! for the 1»I0
season. Positions open Include
counselor,
crafti
dlrector.waterfront director, cook,
maintenance, primitive leeder.
and secretary. Por an application and, more Information contact: Branda L Kohler. 670
Frazaa Ave. number 20. Bowling
Green, Ohio or Phone 352-7037.
JOBS IN ALASKA. Summeryear round, saoo-2000 monthly!
•II fields parks, fisheries,
teaching and morel How, where
to get lobt. ttao employer
listing!. S3. Alasco. Box 2«80.
Goleta. CA 930ia.
1370 Thousnd for envelopes you
mall. Postage Paid. Free application. NS. Harrison Ave B-Z
CvlvmhtfS.OT'lgaWl},
RESUME'
TYPBSBTTINO
WMM»
PC-ESAU
1573 Dodge Van. Air. cruise, 4
bucket seals, double bunk-bad.
Great for camping. Good Cond.
S1200. Call 874 2a*4 attar 5 pm.
1967 Chevy Van. Custom with
Crogert. Foamed insulated Call
Mike Craft 9am 3pm. 352 6146

itm
1975 Mercury Montego Dark
green, oik landau roof, AC.
power, steering a brake!. IS
MPG. 75,000 highway miles.
Hrwv, f» »43,
Valentine Gifts: Handmade.
pertonaUzed. red latin pillows. 3
tizet available Bowling Pin
Clown doll! a monkey dons
choice of colon. Order early.
Will ship. 6*9 9473.
Advertise Your Unwanted Itami
Par Praa in The Flatlands
Trader Newspaper. Pay A Com
mmion Only II Your Item Sells.
Call 3S3-1S19. 75,000 Readers
Weekly!
FOR RENT
Houta avail, for Spr otr. 4
students SI25 per student each
mo plus util Call 352 5610 alter 5.
Furn. effic. apt. tor subls. Green
view Apis Call Oan 354 1252. S204
mo. utll. includ.
Furn apt 521 E Merry. Near Of
fenhauer Towers 4 Females S9S
mo. each 9 mo. lease John
Newlove Real Estate 153 6553.
House.123 Manville. Female!
Stove 1 refrig. furn June 15,
1910 June 15. 1911 $500 mo John
Newlove Real Estate 352 6551
Furn. nse 722 «th St. 4 F. 170 mo
aach. June 15. 19*0 June 15, Itai.
John Newlove Real Estate.
153 6551
2 bdrm furn apl 724 6th St
152 2663
Houses, apt! a rooms
Summer a Fall rentals
Ph. 352 7365.
2 bdrm. apt for 4 stunVnt* Ni'.u
campus Ph 152 7165
I vacancy, dbi. room Male 3rd
qtr Private entrance Ktlchon
close to Unlv Also renting lor
summer, 'Jll ot 1960 352 1043
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'Rat' Falcons lose to Kent
by Pat Kennedy
stall raporlar

A weekend of extremes for
Bowling
Green's
men's
swimming team produced a pair
of victories, a loss and a new BG
varsity record.
The Falcons, 8-2, lost to
defending Mid-American
Conference champion Kent
State 67-45 Friday, before
rebounding and defeating Ball
State 80-33 and Marshall 70-43
Saturday.
"We were flat (Friday). We
just weren't there," BG coach
Tom Stubbs said. "We weren't
ready mentally and they got on
top-.
"We came back on Saturday it was a complete turnaround. I
figured the meet with Marshall
could be tough. They've been
doing pretty well this year but

we swam and dove well."
Leading the Falcon victories
Saturday was freshman Nick
Bellino, whose time of 2:15.06 in
the 200-yard breastroke broke
Dennis Erdelyi's 1976-77 mark of
2:17.
Stubbs said BG's future is
built on people like Bellino.

"He's hard working and
highly motivated," he said.
"Bellino got set back (because
of injuries) and now he's coming
on. He seems to be holding up
and his shoulder's not bothering
him."
Bellino's first place was one of
eight which BG captured
enroute to the wins, but Stubbs
said he felt the key to the match
was Jim Gleasons's second in
the 1,000 freestyle.
"Gleason was second in the
1,000," Stubbs said, "splitting

them (Marshall and BSU) in
that event. That was big - the
1,000 and 200 freestyle got us
going. From then on we swam
well and blew it apart in the 200
backstroke and 100 freestyle."
The Kent State match was a
different story, Stubbs said.

"We knew the first two events
would go their way," he said,
"but we didn't do much of
anything else from then on."
The BG 400 freestyle relay
team took first place, while the
divers, without the services of
Phil Koester due to a pulled
groin muscle, swept their events
to lead the Falcons against KSU.
The loss of Koester did not
hurt BG very much, Stubbs said.
"We were able to handle it,"
he said. "Reagan (Minser)
came through and it kept us
from falling behind."

Two more tankers nationals bound
by KanKoppal
stall reporter

When you're hot, you're hot.
Bowling Green's women's swimming team is definitely hot.
The Falcons qualified for the national meet in two more events to
send an additional two girls to Las
Vegas and shattered seven more
school records as they crushed
Kent State, 112-28, Friday, and
Wright State, 82-49, Saturday at
Cooper Pool.
ANOTHER successful weekend
for BG extends its winning streak
to five, having outscored its opponents 492-181 during the span,
and raises its mark to 7-2.
Both Lauri Nichols and Midge
Hill will be packing their bags for
Vegas next March courtesy of
swimming the first two legs of the
800-yard freestyle relay that
qualified for the national meet.
The team of Nichols, Hill, Holly

Oberlin and Cathy Bujorian glided
to a school record time of 7:47.89,
easily below the cutoff time of
7:49.59.
Nichols, who has been slowed
down with a virus, certainly didn't
show it Saturday as she also won
two events against the Raiders. She
captured the 100 butterfly as well
as the 1,000 freestyle with one of her
patented second half comebacks to
win handily.
OBERLIN, Bujorian and Debbie
Dourlain each qualified for their
third national event, and Leslie
Heuman, her second, as the quartet
combined to take the 200 freestyle
relay. Their 1:38.5 set another
school record against Kent, after
the same team was disqualified a
week earlier.
Bujorian added her name to the
record books an additional two
times as the junior from Akron
broke Linda Zadel's old mark in the

400 individual medley with a time
of 4:41.74. Her clocking of 1:54.23 in
the 200 freestyle established a pool
record and bettered her old school
mark.
Freshman Ann McGhee also
broke two marks. Her 1:10.65 in the
100 breaststroke shattered Terry
Alexander's record. Later she
broke Donna Rosenbauer's record
in the 200 breaststroke with her
time of 2:31.92.
Oberlin added the final mark in
the Falcon record book. The senior
tri-captain took a first place in the
200 individual medley and 50
freestyle at Kent, then came home
to set a new pool and varsity record
in the 100 freestyle with her time of
:53.72 to better her own mark in the
event.
Six swimmers have qualified for
nationals and 16 varsity records
have been set this year.

WINTER OLYMPIC PREVIEW I

BGSU vs.
POLISH OLYMPIC TEAM
ICE ARENA
TONIGHT 7:30 P.M.

TOTAL
HAIR
DESIGN

THE 1980 WINTER OLYMPICS
BEGIN FEB. 12 AT LAKE PLACID
WHEN THE WORLD COMES TO
AMERICA.

Coma in for on individualized consultation on o pertonaliiad
hairstyle — designed
to luit your lociol
structure, noir type,
body proportions and
lifestyle. Call us to-

ON FEB. 5 THE POLISH OLYMPIC
HOCKEY TEAM COMES TO
BOWLING GREEN TO PLAY THE
FALCONS IN AN EXCITING
PREVIEW TO THE OLYMPIC
GAMES

day

EXCELLENT SEATS AVAILABLE
FOR THIS OLYMPIC PREVIEW.

=the.
ARRANGEMENT
123 E. Court

352-4101

OOWAI THUtSOAIIAM IH» MAT!** If*

We use and recommend

i

«REDKEN,

products

TICKETS NOW ON SALE AT THE
MEMORIAL HALL TICKET OFFICE
[Open Weekdays, 9 a.m.-5 p.m.]
Bench Reserved
Adult Gen. Admission
Student Qen. Admission

S3.00
$2.00
$1.50

[SORRYl ALL SPORTS PASS CANNOT
BE HONORED FOR.THIS GAME! ]

. ~

i

DIXIE'S ENERGY SAVING IDEA FOR THE80'S
a
\\:5oB]

•v..

COME RIDE
THE
DIXIE
BUS
Beginning WED. JAN. 16TH
Will Be Providing BUS TRANSPORTATION To All
Bowling Green Students FOR ONLY .25* EVERY WED.
College Greek Nite Pickups Will Be At The Student Union
Every Half-Hour Starting 8:00 p.m.
/:

S:

SO WHY DON'T YOU

RIDE THE DIXIE BUS &
LEAVE THE DRIVING TO US!

For Further Information Call 874-8649
No Cover with College ID

lie

Come Plug
Yourself In!
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sports
Barnes' jumper gives Falcons win over BSU in OT
MUNCIE, Ind. - No matter how
big a lead, it never seems to be big
enough in a Mid-American Conference basketball game.
Bowling Green found that out last
night as Ball State overcame a
14-point second-half deficit to push
the Falcons into overtime, before
BG won 79-78 on a Rosie Barnes'
20-foot jumper with 18 seconds left
BG, 16-3, ran its winning streak to
nine and its MAC record to 9-1, to
stay in a first-place tie with Toledo,
which defeated Northern Illinois,
73-70.
On Ball State's last possession,
following a time out, the Falcons
came out in a man-to-man defense

but switched to a zone, which was
enough to confuse the Cardinals as
John Williams' pass to George
Bradley went out of bounds with
three seconds left.
WILLIAMS was the key player in
Ball State's comeback with 19
points, as the Cards fell to 10-11,4-7
in the MAC.
BG was led in scoring by Joe
Faine with 20, followed by Barnes
(17), Marcus Newbern (16) and
Colin Irish (14).
Irish had put BG on top in OT
71-69, but Ball State moved ahead
74-71.
Faine canned two free throws but

Ray McCallum did the same three
seconds later.
Newbern got his fourth steal and
scored at 1:12. Williams put his
team up by three 78-73 with two foul
shots, following Irish's fifth personal.
FAINE KNOCKED in a 25-footer
six seconds later, and Emzer
Shuerelds' steal of a McCallum
pass with : 55 left set up Barnes'
winning shot.
"We weren't looking for anything
in particular," BG coach John
Weinert said of Barnes' shot "We
just wanted a good shot."
The Falcons led 39-27 at halftime

outscoring BSU 15-4 in the final
eight minutes.
BG increased its lead to 45-31, but
then the Cards ran off 12 straight
points to pull within two with 14:23
left
But Bowling Green maintained
the lead until McCallum sank two
free throws to give BSU a 53-52 lead
at 9:24.
BALL STATE led 59-58 with
about five minutes left, before
Faine scored three straight buckets
including a reverse, two-hand,
slam dunk.
The Cardinals bounced back to
tie at 65, before Irish hit at 1:55.
Williams and Faine both dropped a

pair of foul shots as BG led 6947 at
1:19.
Faine missed at the line with :24
left, and Williams was fouled by
Irish with three seconds left.
The sophomore bit both free
tosses to send the game into OT.
BG shot 53 percent from the floor
(32 of 60), while Bail State hit 48
percent (29 of 60).
At the line the Falcons were 15 of
20, and BSU hit 20 of 27.
"WE GOT ahead too easily in the
first half," said Weinert, who won
his 199th game in his coaching
career.
It was BG's second one-point vic-

tory over the Cardinals this season
after defeating them at home 80-79.
The Falcons next play Miami,
the last team to defeat BG with a
6241 overtime win in Oxford. The
rematch is tomorrow at 7:30 p.m.
in Anderson Arena, as BG attempts
to snap a 10-game losing streak to
the Redskins.
BOWLING OREEN (79)
Faint 7620, Irlih »3I5. Mlday 113,
Barnes 1-1 17, Nawbern 7 21*. Shurelas 2-0 4,
Kopyttynsky 1-2 4. Totals: 22-15-79.
BALL STATE (71)
Goodan 7 5 19, Jonn Williams 5 9 19.
Bradley I 0 16, McCallum 5-4 14, Irvln 3 06.
Murrell 0-2 2, FliAar 1*2. Totals: 2» 20 71.

BG women
cagers lose
sixth straight
by Rob BouklMan
staff reporter

Bowling Green's women's
basketball team has been North,
South, and East this season and its
hosts have not been very
hospitable.
Well, the Falcon's went West mis
time and were treated in much the
same way losing to Ball State, 7561, Friday and Indiana State, 71-60
Saturday to drop their road record
to 0-11 and their overall record to 415.
"We just don't have the composure to win against good competition on the road," Coach Kathy
Bole said. "We don't have what it
takes to play 40 minutes of good
basketball (on the road)."
Against Ball State, BG shot 21 of
77 from the field for a 32 percent
accuracy.
THEIR 10 turnovers were a
season-low and they were only
outrebounded by four.
But the 5-8 Cardinals, who hare
not lost at home this season, shot 45
percent to put BG away.
Melissa Chase led BG with 11
points, while Mara Tolhurst gave
"a super performance off the
bench" with 10 points.
The Falcons started slowly
against Indiana State, "one of the
better perimeter-shooting teams
I've seen," Bole said.
That shooting kept BG away for
the whole game as the Sycamores
had three people in double figures.
SUB SUE Polelsek led the
Falcons with 16 points on seven-ofseven from the field and two-offour from the free throw line. The
steady Chase added 12.
Bole is discouraged and perplexed by her club's dismal record,
but she still sees a glimmer of hope
for the upcoming state tournament.
"Our next few games will decide
whether we get to go to state or
not," she said.
Among their remaining five
games, the Falcons will come up
against four Ohio teams in games
of special importance to the state
tournament cause.
PERHAPS the most critical one,
Bole said, will be tomorrow's
contest against Miami in Anderson
Arena atSpjn.

BQ freshman Katie Greaser execute* a maneuver In the floor exercises In Saturday's meet with Kent State at the North gym.

Greaser finished third In the all-around competition. BG and the
Flashes tied, leaving the Falcons undefeated at 7-0-1.

Who's Ohio's best?

BG - Kent State battle for top spot ends in draw
by Ken Koppel
staff reporter

The heavyweights of Ohio gymnastics got together Saturday in
Bowling Green's North Gym and
staged a championship fight.
Kent State and Bowling Green,
the state's top two teams, each
threw its best punches, but the
match turned out to be a draw
with both teams scoring 132.55.
The deadlock, the first either
coach has ever seen at his school,
keeps the Golden Flashes mark of
having never been defeated by a
state school in a dual meet in 21
years intact Their record now
stands at 7-1-1.
L

THE FALCONS also stretch

their unbeaten skein to 12 matches and upped their ledger to
7-0-1 this season.
The meet winner was in doubt
until Dawn Boyle went through
her routine.
Boyle, the last performer in the
contest, calmly went through her
routine on the floor exercise to
notch an 8.55, exactly the score
needed to pull even with Kent
Boyle's score enabled her to
take the third spot in the event,
and finish second in the allaround. Yet the freshman from
Westfield Center never realized
just how close the meet was.
"I didn't know it was that
close," Boyle said. "I didn't think
it was up to me that much, I just
knew that I had to do my best"

BOYLE'S last minute heroics
never would have been necessary
if the Falcons would have stayed
on the beam a few seconds longer.
Both Carol Brunswick and Kelley
McNerney had points subtracted
from their scores for failing to remain on the beam the alloted
time.
"We lost three-tenths off our
team score right there," BG coach
Charles Simpson said. "The girls
were so excited and were moving
so fast, they just didn't go the time
limit"
The Falcons managed to escape
the episode on the beam in good
shape, even with KSU at 98.45,
' entering the floor exercise.
Linda's Lehman's 8.6 score on

the vault let the Falcons take an
early .10 lead after the first event.
The vault which has plagued BG
with low scores all season, turned
out to be the only event they won
all afternoon.
An 8.75 by KSU's Regina Waltz
and Janet Roscover gave the
Flashes what seemed like a commanding lead after the uneven
bars.
Despite the overeagemess by
Brunwick and McNerney, they
still earned the second and third
spots, respectively. McNerney
and Cheryl Vasil tied with scores
of 7.95 to catch Kent and set the
stage for Boyle.
"Sure they made mistakes, but

you can't fault them for it," Simpson said of the beam event "It's
ironic because last year when we
went to Kent it was the beam that
beat us."
Next to Roscover's 8.6 on the
beam was Sharon Ledger's 7.9 in
an event which cost the Flashes
their chance at victory.
The two powerhouses have had
trouble settling the question of
who is a better squad. Kent won
last season's dual meet, but the
gymnasts took revenge at the
state meet. They'll have another
opportunity to vie for the state title in three weeks, but first the
Falcons challenge Miami when
they travel to Oxford, Saturday.

Falcon icers split with Ferris State, still fourth in CCHA
by Dave Lewendowskl
assistant sports editor

BIG RAPIDS, Mich.-Bowling
Green sophomore forward George
McPhee picked a very opportune
time to break out of his scoring
slump,
"McPhee scored two goals and added an assist Saturday night to lead
the Falcons to a 6-4 win over Ferris
State). The victory gave BG a split
in the two-game Central Collegiate
Hockey Association series with the
Bulldogs, and ended a seven-game
losing streak. Ferris defeated BG
Friday, 6-1.
in* lean remain in the fourth
and final playoff spot in the league
with a 5-7 record, one game behind
FSt(M),«nd one game ahead of
Western Michigan 4-8.
BG will get a break in the league
schedule when they host the Polish
Olympic Team today at 7:30 p.m.
at the Ice Arena.

in the battle for the final two
playoff spots.

AFTER SCORING 40 goals in bis
rookie season, McPhee had tallied
only once In his last nine games.
But BG coach Jerry York, in an effort to get more offense, juggled
two of his linss for Saturday's
game, putting McPhee on a line
with Tom Newton and Don
McLaughlin.

York said his team's lack of aggressiveness was the difference in
the game.
"I didn't think we played with as
much enthusiasm as I'd like to
have seen," York said. "We can't
wait for our home crowd to get us
going. We have to play week in and
week out"

"I think we played with much
more enthusiasm and aggressiveness," York said of Saturday's game. "We don't have the
talent to play 50 per cent but
when we play hard we play well."
Western will vuut the Ice Arena
this weekend, setting up another
"must win" series for the Falcons

York also had Yves Pelland
centering Brian MacLellan and
either Kim Collins or Derek Arzoo■aMsJan. Chris Guertin, Pelland's
regular right win, was benched by
York for missing Friday's curfew.
The Brian Hills, Tim Alexander
and Andy Crowther line was left intact for the game.
The Bulldogs scored three second
period goals on BG goaltender Wally Charko and two in the third
period to pull away from the
Falcons in Friday's game. BG's
Brian Hills scored the only goal of
the game for the icers.

THE BULLDOGS held a 2-1 lead
after the Brat period In Saturday's
game before the Falcons came
back with three second period
goals. McPhee got the Falcons'goal
In the first

Rocco sets indoor track record

McPhee, Andy Crowther and Arzoomanlan gave BG a 4-3 lead after
two periods. Hills and Alexander
scored for the Falcons in the third
to seal the win, BG's 11th in 27
games.
BG goalie Mike David got the win,
making 34 saves, for his fifth victory of the season.

by Joe Meruer
A Bowling Green women's Indoor
track record was set Friday when
Becci Rocco cleared 5-7 in the high
jump event at the Western
Michigan Invitational. The Falcons
finished fourth overall in the meet
behind Michigan, Western
Michigan, and Central Michigan.
The previous high jump mark
was 5-6 and Rocco's teammate
Heidi Asmus cleared that height

ICE CHIPS... Hills had two goals
and two assists in the series...His
goal Saturday came on the power
play, the first for the Falcons in 10
games...BG outsbot FSC in the first
game 39-36 but was outsbot Satur-

Friday before Rocco set the new
record. Rocco's jump was good for
third in the event, while Asmus had
to settle for fifth.
"Our high jumpers are doing just
super," BG coach Pat Brett said.
"I thought we did pretty well
overall in this meet."
BECKY DODflON finished second in the 2,000-meter race even
though Brett felt the distance was
"a little too short for her."
Others that fared well at Western

I

day night 38-27...Arzoomanlan's
goal was the game-winner Saturday, his third of the season...The
Bulldogs scored a short handed
goal Friday, the third against the
Falcons this season...FSC's Paul
Cook led the Bulldogs, 20-6 overall,
with three goals and one assist in
the series.

Michigan included Stephanie Eaton
who won the 600, Carol Hursh who,
placed third in the long jump, and
Deb Romsek who "was impressive
in the relay races," Brett said.
"Generally the overall competition here was tougher than last
week (at the All-Ohio meet in Columbus)," she added. "But we'll get
a chance to run against pretty
much the same schools next week
and against most of the MAC,
schools in the next couple of weeks."

